
Requires continuous monitoring of mail, fax, email or vendor 
portal. Manual logging of vendor details, line items, amounts 
and coding is time consuming and carries a risk of error.

Red Light

Green Light
Invoices are captured and stored digitally, limiting human intervention.

Fuel Boost
An Accrual Report gives an overview of where all invoices are as soon 
as they’re captured and where they are at any stage of the process. 
It can be very helpful in coordinating month end close by providing 
visibility to all outstanding liabilities for easy accrual posting.
Standard Reports folder > Invoice. 

Capture & LogStop 1 : 

Closing an invoice involves recording details in both physical  
and electronic repositories, making copies, managing storage etc.

Red Light

Green Light
Approval records, invoice copies, receipts and payment  
records are all attached to the original invoice record. 

Fuel Boost
The SAP Concur query tool allows you to filter specific 
invoices by search criteria, such as individual users,  
groups, approval status.

ArchiveStop 5 : 

Processing cheques, transfers and credit card payments  
can be time consuming and difficult to reconcile.

Red Light

Green Light
Payment goes out automatically on a scheduled date. 

Fuel Boost
Suppliers receive an email when they are paid,  
with details of invoice date, invoice amount,  
invoice number, payment date, payment method etc.

Payment Schedule & ExecutionStop 4 : 

The Journey  
of an Invoice
AP automation overcomes  
most of the problems and  
delays that might occur  
during the journey  
of an invoice.

“ Let’s  
take  
a trip!”

Inconsistent and unreliable manual approval via  
paper-based processes, email or online chat messaging tools.

Red Light

Green Light
Invoices automatically routed to an Invoice Owner based  
on a specific field (such as Department or Cost Center).

Fuel Boost
“ Approve & Forward” button allows the approver to quickly add  
another approver as needed; “Send to approver” allows the  
processor to send the report to an additional approver.

Invoice ApprovalStop 2 : 

Date of payment, payment method and amount require approval,  
but delays occur if approver is out of the office or unavailable.

Red Light

Green Light
Payment approver receives notification that there is a payment pending approval  
which they can review, approve or reject the payment from any device, at any time. 

Fuel Boost
Financial Connectors integrate Concur data with data from 
ERP, CRM, human resources and accounting systems, giving 
your team a timely, accurate and complete financial picture.

Payment ApprovalStop 3 : 

Monitor how long it takes  
an invoice to move through  
the major workflow steps so  
you can identify bottlenecks  
in the process and justify  
your investment to  
internal stakeholders.

Firms using supplier  
invoice management  
saw time savings of nine hours  
per week, per AP staff.1 
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If you’re an existing SAP Concur customer 
- read our Tips and Tricks eBook  
Or visit the Client Hub.

Just looking to see how to increase 
your profitability with accounts  
payable automation?  
Visit concur.co.uk/invoice-management.

1 AMI-Partners 2019

https://go.concur.com/rs/013-GAX-394/images/2019_06_13_UK_Ebook_TipsTricks.pdf?pid=null&cid=null
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